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Abstract
We study the quantum Seiberg-Witten periods of N = 2 superconformal field
theories which are obtained by taking the scaling limit of N = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD
around the superconformal fixed point. The quantum Seiberg-Witten curves of
these superconformal field theories are shown to be classified into the Schro¨dinger
type and the SQCD type, which depend on flavor symmetry at the fixed point. We
study the quantum periods and compute the differential operators which relate the
quantum periods to the classical ones up to the fourth-order in the deformation
parameter.
1 Introduction
The low-energy description of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories has singularities in
the strong coupling region [1, 2]. In particular, there appears an IR fixed point at a locus
of the Coulomb branch, where mutually non-local BPS particles become massless [3, 4, 5].
The dynamics around the fixed point is described by an interacting N = 2 superconformal
field theory called the Argyres-Douglas (AD) theory.
One can study the BPS spectrum of the AD theory from the Seiberg-Witten (SW)
curve, which is obtained by degeneration of the SW curve of the UV gauge theory. It is
also realized from the compactification of the six-dimensional N = (2, 0) superconformal
field theory on a punctured Riemann surface [6, 7, 8] and classified in [9, 10, 11, 12].
One can also study the SW theories in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili (NS) limit of the
Omega-background [13]. The Omega background deforms four dimensional spacetime by
the two-dimensional torus action [14]. The NS limit is defined by the limit where one of the
deformation parameters goes to zero. In this limit, the deformed theory is reformulated by
the quantum SW curve [15], which is a differential equation obtained by the quantization
of the symplectic structure based on the SW differential. The deformation parameter
plays a role of the Planck constant.
The WKB analysis of the quantum SW curve determines the deformed SW periods[16,
17, 18]. In the weak coupling region, the quantum corrections to the SW periods agree
with those obtained from the NS limit of the Nekrasov partition function [15, 19, 20, 21].
In the strong coupling region such as the massless monopole/dyon point, the quantum
SW periods for the SU(2) SQCD with Nf ≤ 4 have been studied in [22, 23, 24]. The
relation to the topological strings have been studied in [25, 26]. (See also [27, 28, 29, 30]
for its relation to CFT.)
In the previous papers [31, 32], we have studied the quantum SW curves for the AD
theories associated with N = 2 SU(2) SQCD, the (A1, Ar)-type and (A1, Dr)-type AD
theories. We have calculated the quantum corrections to the SW periods up to the fourth
order in the deformation parameter and confirmed that they are consistent with the scaling
limit of the quantum periods of the UV theories. Recently the exact WKB periods for
the quantum SW curve of (A1, Ar)-type AD theory are shown to be determined by the
1
Thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) equations [33, 34]. Moreover the periods satisfy the
perturbative-non-perturbative (PNP) relations. It is an interesting problem to generalize
to other quantum SW curves and to study their integrable structure. See for example
[35, 36, 37, 38] for recent developments.
The purpose of this paper is to study the quantum SW curve and the quantum SW
periods for the AD theories obtained from the scaling limit of N = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD
around the superconformal point. These AD theories are basic examples of conformal field
theories with various order parameters and flavor symmetries [5, 39]. It will be shown that
the quantum SW curve can be classified into the Schro¨rdinger type differential equation
or the quantum SW curve of SQCD type, which depends on the flavor symmetry. We will
calculate the quantum corrections to the classical SW periods from the WKB expansions
of a solution of the quantum SW curve. They are also obtained from the SW periods of
the corresponding UV theories by taking the scaling limit. The quantum corrections are
obtained by acting the differential operators to the classical SW periods. We will confirm
that the quantum SW periods of the AD theories are consistent with the scaling limit of
the SU(Nc) SQCD up to fourth-order in ~.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we review the SW curves and the SW
differentials for the AD theories which are obtained by the scaling limit of N = 2 SU(Nc)
SQCD. In section 3, we discuss the quantum SW curves of N = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD and the
related AD theories. In section 4, we study the quantum SW periods for the AD theories.
We calculate the second and fourth-order corrections to the classical periods. Section 5
is devoted to conclusions and discussion.
2 Seiberg-Witten curve of SU(Nc) SQCD around the
superconformal point
We start with introducing the SW curve for N = 2 SU(Nc) gauge theory with Nf hyper-
multiplets (Nf < 2Nc) as [40]:
y2 =C(x)2 −G(x), (2.1)
2
where
C(x) =xNc −
Nc∑
i=2
six
Nc−i, (2.2)
G(x) =Λ2Nc−Nf
Nf∏
a=1
(x+ma). (2.3)
Here si (i = 2, · · · , Nc) are the Coulomb moduli parameters, ma (a = 1, · · · , Nf) are the
mass parameters of Nf fundamental hypermultiplets, Λ is the QCD scale parameter. The
SW differential is given by
λSW = xd log
C(x)− y
C(x) + y
. (2.4)
The derivative of λSW with respect to the Coulomb moduli si provides the basis of holo-
morphic differentials on the SW curve. We also note that the SW differential has a pole
at x = −ma. The SW periods Π(0) = (a(0)I , a(0)DI) (I = 1, · · · , Nc − 1) are defined by
a
(0)
I =
∮
αI
λSW, a
(0)
DI =
∮
βI
λSW (2.5)
where αI and βI are a pair of canonical one-cycles on the curve. Here the superscript (0)
refers to the “undeformed” (or classical ) period.
On the Coulomb branch, there are singularities where some BPS particles become
massless and the discriminant of the SW curve (2.1) becomes zero. In particular, we are
interested in the superconformal point on the Coulomb branch where mutually non-local
BPS particles become massless and the discriminant has higher order zero [3, 4, 5, 39].
We consider the superconformal points of SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors, where the
SW curve degenerate maximally. The related AD theories are classified in [5]. We will
discuss the scaling limit around the superconformal point and the SW curves of the AD
theories in detail.
2.1 Nf = 0
For Nf = 0, the SW curve takes the form:
y2 = (xNc − s2xNc−2 − · · · − sNc)2 − Λ2Nc . (2.6)
3
The superconformal point is given by s2 = · · · = sNc−1 = 0 and sNc = ±Λ2Nc . Taking the
limit ǫ→ 0 with
x =ǫΛx˜, si = ±δi,NcΛNc + ǫiΛiu˜i (i = 2, . . . , Nc), (2.7)
the SW curve and the SW differential scale as
y2 =∓ ǫNcΛ2Nc2y˜2 + · · · , (2.8)
λSW =± ǫNc+32 Λ2
√
2λ˜SW + · · · , (2.9)
where
y˜2 =x˜Nc −
Nc∑
i=2
u˜ix˜
Nc−i, (2.10)
λ˜SW =y˜dx˜. (2.11)
The curve (2.10) and λ˜SW defines the SW curve and the SW differential of the AD theory
of (A1, ANc−1)-type. The scaling dimensions of the variables in the curve are determined
such that the BPS spectrum has unit dimension: [λ˜SW ] = 1. Then the scaling dimensions
of u˜i are given by as [u˜i] = 2i/(Nc + 2) (i = 2, . . . , Nc).
2.2 Nf = 1
For Nf = 1, it is convenient to rewrite the SW curve (2.1) by the shift of x as
y2 =(xNc − s1xNc−1 − · · · − sNc)2 − Λ2Nc−1(x+m), (2.12)
such that the superconformal point is realized at x = 0. It is found that the curve
degenerate maximally at si = Λ
is∗i and m = Λm
∗, where
s∗Nc =


−
(
( 1
4
)n(
3
4
)n
2×n!( 3
2
)n
) 1
4n+1
, Nc = 2n+ 1,(
( 3
4
)n(
5
4
)n
8(n+1)!( 3
2
)n
) 1
4n+3
, Nc = 2n+ 2,
(2.13)
and
s∗Nc−k =−
(−1)k(−1
2
)k
k!
1
(s∗Nc)
2k−1
(k ≥ 1),
m∗ =(s∗Nc)
2. (2.14)
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Here we define (a)n ≡ a(a+1) · · · (a+n−1) for n ≥ 1 and (a)0 ≡ 1. At the superconformal
point, the SW curve (2.12) becomes
y2 = xNc+1(xNc−1 + · · ·+ 2Nc − 1
Nc + 1
ΛNc−1
s∗Nc
). (2.15)
We now take the scaling limit of the curve (2.12) around the fixed point as
x =ǫΛx˜,
s1 =Λs
∗
1,
si =Λ
i(s∗i +
i∑
k=1
ǫks˜
(k)
i ), i = 2, · · ·Nc − 1
m =Λ(m∗ +
Nc∑
a=1
ǫam˜a),
sNc =Λ
Nc(s∗Nc +
Nc+1∑
k=1
ǫis˜k), (2.16)
with ǫ → 0. The deviation of the moduli and the mass parameter from the super-
conformal point are chosen such that in the right hand side of (2.12), the coefficient
in x˜i scales as ǫNc+1−i. For example, let us consider the constant term which is given
by s2Nc − Λ2Nc−1m. Expanding this term in ǫ and requiring that the coefficients of ǫi
(i = 0, . . . , Nc) are zero, we find that m˜a are determined by s˜k (k = 1, . . . , Nc) and
s2Nc − Λm = Λ2NcǫNc+12s∗Nc s˜Nc+1 + · · · . Similarly, for i = 2, . . . , Nc − 1, s˜(k)i can be deter-
mined by s˜1, . . . , s˜i by requiring that the coefficient in x˜
i scales as ǫNc+1−i. Finally s˜1 is
fixed by s∗1. Then the SW curve scales as
y2 =Λ2NcǫNc+1
2Nc − 1
Nc + 1
1
s∗Nc
y˜2 + · · · , (2.17)
where
y˜2 =x˜Nc+1 − u˜2x˜Nc−1 − · · · − u˜Nc+1, (2.18)
and u˜2, . . . , u˜Nc are homogeneous functions of s˜2, . . . , s˜Nc+1. The SW differential becomes
λSW =ǫ
Nc+3
2
2
s∗Nc
λ˜SW + · · · , (2.19)
5
where
λ˜SW =y˜dx˜. (2.20)
The AD theory defined by (2.18) and (2.20) is of the (A1, ANc)-type. The parameter u˜i
has the scaling dimensions [u˜i] =
2i
Nc+3
(i = 2, . . . , Nc + 1).
2.3 Nf = 2n+ 1 (n ≥ 1)
For Nf = 2n + 1 (n ≥ 1), we redefine the moduli parameters of the SW curve (2.1) by
the shift of x:
y2 =(xNc − s1xNc−1 − · · · − sNc)2 − Λ2Nc−Nf
Nf∏
a=1
(x+ma). (2.21)
To find the superconformal point, we first set ma = m and introduce xˆ = x+m such that
the curve takes the form
y2 =(xˆNc + u1xˆ
Nc−1 + · · ·+ uNc)2 − Λ2Nc−Nf xˆNf . (2.22)
Then the superconformal fixed point is realized at
uNc = uNc−1 = · · · = uNc−n−2 = 0, (2.23)
where the SW curve degenerates into
y2 =xˆ2n+1
{−Λ2Nc−2n−1 + xˆ(xˆNc−n−1 + u1xˆNc−n−2 + · · ·+ uNc−n−1)2} . (2.24)
We consider the scaling limit of the SW curve around the superconformal point. First we
introduce the scaling variables
x =−m− ǫΛm˜+ ǫ2Λx˜, (2.25)
ma =m+ ǫΛm˜+ ǫ
2Λc˜a,
Nf∑
a=1
c˜a = 0. (2.26)
Then the SW curve (2.21) becomes
y2 =((−ǫΛm˜+ ǫ2Λx˜)Nc + u1(−ǫΛm˜+ ǫ2Λx˜)Nc−1 + · · ·+ uNc)2 − Λ2Ncǫ2Nf
Nf∏
a=1
(x˜+ c˜a).
(2.27)
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We expand the first term in x˜:
(−ǫΛm˜+ ǫ2Λx˜)Nc + u1(−ǫΛm˜+ ǫ2Λx˜)Nc−1 + · · ·+ uNc =(ǫ2Λx˜)Nc + uˆ1(ǫ2Λx˜)Nc−1 + · · ·+ uˆNc .
(2.28)
Then we rescale uˆi as
uˆNc−i =ǫ
Nf−2iΛNc−iu˜n−i, i = 0, 1, · · · , n, (2.29)
and uˆi = O(1) (i = 1, . . . , Nc − n+ 1). In the scaling limit ǫ→ 0, the SW curve becomes
y2 =ǫ2NfΛ2Nc y˜2 + · · · , (2.30)
where
y˜2 =C˜(x˜)2 − G˜(x˜), (2.31)
C˜(x˜) =
n∑
i=0
u˜ix˜
n−i, G˜(x˜) =
2n+1∏
a=1
(x˜+ c˜a). (2.32)
The SW differential becomes
λSW =− ǫ2Λλ˜SW + · · · , (2.33)
where
λ˜SW =− x˜d log C˜ − y˜
C˜ + y˜
. (2.34)
The curve (2.31) and the differential (2.34) defines the AD theory for Nf = 2n + 1
(n ≥ 1) theory. Note that the SW curve is that of U(n) gauge theory with Nf = 2n + 1
hypermultiplets, which has SU(2n + 1) flavor symmetry. The scaling dimensions of u˜i
and c˜a are given by [u˜i] =
2i+1
2
and [c˜a] = 1. Here u˜0 and u˜1 are relevant operators and u˜i
for i ≥ 2 are irrelevant operators.
2.4 Nf = 2
For Nf = 2, the superconformal fixed points of the theory are given by
si =± δi,Nc−1ΛNc−1, ma = 0. (2.35)
7
The SW curve (2.1) at this point becomes
y2 =xNc+1(xNc−1 ∓ 2ΛNc−1). (2.36)
We take the scaling limit ǫ→ 0 with
x =ǫ2Λx˜,
si =ǫ
2iΛis˜i, (i = 2, · · ·Nc − 2),
sNc−1 =± ΛNc−1 + ǫ2Nc−2ΛNc−1s˜Nc−1,
sNc =ǫ
2m˜ΛNc + ǫ2NcΛNc s˜Nc ,
ma =ǫ
2m˜Λ + ǫNc+1Λc˜a, (a = 1, 2) (2.37)
where c˜1 + c˜2 = 0. In this limit, the SW curve (2.1) scale as
y2 =∓ 2ǫ2Nc+2Λ2Nc y˜2 + · · · , (2.38)
where
y˜2 =(x˜+ m˜)C˜(x˜) +
1
2
c˜1c˜2, C˜(x˜) = x˜
Nc −
Nc∑
i=2
s˜ix˜
Nc−i. (2.39)
The SW differential is expanded as
λSW =∓ 2
√−2ǫNcΛλ˜SW + · · · , (2.40)
where
λ˜SW =y˜d log(x˜+ m˜). (2.41)
By the shift x˜→ x˜− m˜, we obtain
y˜2 =x˜Nc+1 + u˜1x˜
Nc + · · ·+ u˜Nc+1, (2.42)
λ˜SW =y˜d log x˜. (2.43)
The AD theory is of the type (A1, DNc+1) and have SU(2) flavor symmetry for Nc odd
and U(1) for Nc even. Scaling dimensions of the moduli are given by [u˜i] =
2i
Nc+1
(i =
1, · · · , Nc + 1).
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2.5 Nf = 2n (n > 1)
For Nf = 2n (n > 1), we shift x→ x− s1/Nc and rewrite the SW curve as
y2 =(xNc − s1xNc−1 − · · · − sNc)2 − Λ2Nc−2n
2n∏
a=1
(x+ mˆa), (2.44)
where we choose s1 such that
∑2n
a=1 mˆa = 0. The superconformal point is given by
s1 =s2 = · · · = sNc−n−1 = sNc−n+1 = · · · = sNc = 0, sNc−n = ±ΛNc−n, (2.45)
mˆa =0. (2.46)
At this point, the SW curve (2.44) becomes
y2 =xNc+n(xNc−n ∓ 2ΛNc−n). (2.47)
The scaling limit of this theory, which generalizes the Nf = 2 case, has been discussed
in [5]. However, it was pointed in [39] that there exists another scaling limit which is
consistent with the Cardy’s a-theorem [41], which was called the type A scaling, while
the other is called the type B scaling. We will discuss both type AD theories and their
quantization.
type B scaling We begin with the type B scaling, in which we define the scaling
variables
x =ǫ2BΛx˜, mˆa = ǫ
Nc+2−n
B Λc˜a, si = ±ΛNc−nδi,Nc−n + ǫ2iBΛ2is˜i, (2.48)
where
∑2n
a=1 c˜a = 0. The SW curve becomes
y2 =∓ 2ǫ2n+2NcB Λ2Nc y˜2 + · · · , (2.49)
where
y˜2 =x˜nC˜(x˜)± 1
2
x˜2n−2C˜2, (2.50)
C˜(x˜) =x˜Nc −
Nc∑
i=2
s˜ix˜
Nc−i. (2.51)
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We can express the curves as
y˜2 =x˜Nc+n +
Nc∑
i=1
u˜ix˜
Nc+n−i. (2.52)
The SW differential becomes
λSW =± 2
√−2Λǫ2Bλ˜SW + · · · , (2.53)
where
λ˜SW =y˜
dx˜
x˜n
. (2.54)
The scaling dimension of u˜i (i = 1, . . . , Nc) is
2i
Nc−n+2
, where the operators for i = Nc −
n + 3, . . . , Nc are irrelevant. The AD theory has SU(2) flavor symmetry for Nc − n + 2
even and U(1) for Nc − n + 2 odd.
Type A scaling Next we consider the type A scaling, in which we introduce the scaling
parameters by
x =ǫ2AΛx˜, (2.55)
mˆa =ǫ
2
AΛc˜a,
2n∑
a=1
c˜a = 0, (2.56)
si =± ΛNc−nδi,Nc−n + ǫ−2Nc+2n+2iA Λiu˜i−Nc+n, i = Nc − n, . . . , Nc, (2.57)
while s1, . . . , sNc−n+1 are of order O(1). ǫA and ǫB are related by ǫ
2
A = ǫ
Nc−n+2
B [39]. Then
the SW curve scales as
y2 =∓ ǫ4nA Λ2Nc y˜2 + · · · , (2.58)
where
y˜2 =C˜(x˜)2 − G˜(x˜), (2.59)
C˜(x˜) =
n∑
i=0
u˜ix˜
n−i, G˜(x˜) = q
Nf∏
a=1
(x˜+ c˜a), (2.60)
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with u˜0 = 1 and q = 1. The SW differential scale as λSW = ±ǫ2AΛλ˜SW + · · · , where
λ˜SW =x˜d log
(
C˜ − y˜
C˜ + y˜
)
. (2.61)
The AD theory is N = 2 U(n) gauge theory with SU(2n) hypermultiplets at strong
coupling with q = 1, where q is the UV coupling. The scaling dimensions are [u˜i] = i
(i = 1, · · · , n), [c˜a] = 1 (a = 1, · · · , 2n).
In the next section, we will study the quantum SW curves for the AD theories which
are obtained from the scaling limit of SU(Nc) SQCDs.
3 Quantum SW curves
In this section, we study the quantum SW curves for the AD theories obtained from
the scaling limit of N = 2 SQCD, where the theories have the SW curve of the form
y˜2 = f(x˜) with the SW differential λ˜SW . In the (x˜, y˜) space, the symplectic structure is
introduced by the SW differential dλ˜SW . We then quantize the Poisson structure induced
by the symplectic structure, where the Planck constant corresponds to the deformation
parameter in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit of the Omega-background.
3.1 quantum SW curve for SU(Nc) SQCD
First we discuss the quantum SW curve forN = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD [19, 20]. It is convenient
to write the SW curve (2.1) and the SW differential (2.4) in the form
C(x)− 1
2
(
z +
G(x)
z
)
= 0, (3.1)
λSW = x (d logG(x)− 2d log z) , (3.2)
by introducing
z = y + C(x). (3.3)
The SW differential defines the holomorphic symplectic form dλSW = −2dx∧d log z. Now
we quantize the SW curve by replacing z by the differential operator
zˆ = exp
(
−i~ ∂
∂x
)
, (3.4)
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and define the quantum SW curve by[
1
2
(
exp
(
−i~ ∂
∂x
)
+ exp
(
i
~
2
∂
∂x
)
G(x) exp
(
i
~
2
∂
∂x
))
− C(x)
]
Ψ(x) = 0. (3.5)
Here we take the ordering prescription of the differential operators as in [20] such that
the corrections to the WKB periods are even power series in ~.
3.2 Quantum SW curves of AD theories
We now study the quantum SW curves for the AD theories obtained by the scaling limit
of N = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD discussed in the previous section. They are classified into the
Schro¨dinger type and the SQCD type. The Schro¨dinger type quantum SW curve is the
second order differential equations with a potential term, while the SQCD type quantum
SW curve is the differential equation of the form (3.5) with some C(x) and G(x).
3.2.1 the Schro¨dinger type quantum SW curve
For Nf = 0, 1, 2 and Nf = 2n (n > 1) with type B scaling, the quantum SW curve
corresponds to the Schro¨dinger equation defined in the complex plane.
Nf = 0, 1 For Nf = 0 and Nf = 1, the SW curve is given by (2.10) and (2.18), respec-
tively. The SW curve is written in the form
y˜2 =−Q(x˜), Q(x˜) = −x˜N +
N∑
i=2
u˜ix˜
N−i (3.6)
where N = Nc for Nf = 0 and N = Nc + 1 for Nf = 1. The SW differential is given by
λ˜SW = y˜dx˜, which introduces the symplectic form dλ˜SW = dy˜ ∧ dx˜. The quantum SW
curve is obtained by y˜ → −i~ ∂
∂x˜
:(
−~2 ∂
2
∂x˜2
+Q(x˜)
)
Ψ(x˜) = 0. (3.7)
Nf = 2 For Nf = 2, the SW curve and the SW differential are (2.42) and (2.43). Intro-
ducing ξ = log x˜, the SW curve is written in the form
y˜2 =−Q(ξ), Q(ξ) = −
Nc+1∑
i=0
u˜ie
(Nc+1−i)ξ, (3.8)
12
with u˜0 = 1. The SW differential becomes λ˜SW = y˜dξ˜. Then the quantum SW curve is
given by (
−~2 ∂
2
∂ξ2
+Q(ξ)
)
Ψ(ξ) = 0. (3.9)
Nf = 2n (n > 1) with type B scaling ForNf = 2n with type B scaling, the SW curve
and the SW differential are given by (2.52) and (2.54), respectively. Introducing ξ = x˜1−n,
they become
y˜2 =−Q(ξ), Q(ξ) = −
Nc∑
i=0
u˜iξ
Nc−n+1
1−n , (3.10)
λ˜SW =
1
1− ny˜dξ. (3.11)
We then find the quantum SW curve (3.9) with the potential Q(ξ) defined by (3.10). In
the next section, we will compute the quantum periods and their relation to the classical
periods. We will compare the quantum periods of the AD theory with the scaling limit
of the periods of the UV theory. It will be shown that we need to include the quantum
correction to the potential.
3.2.2 SQCD type quantum SW curve
Nf = 2n+ 1 (n ≥ 1) ForNf = 2n+1 (n ≥ 1) case, the SW curve and the SW differential
are given by (2.31) and (2.34), respectively. This is the curve of the SQCD type for non-
asymptotic free theory. Then the quantum SW curve is given by[
1
2
(
exp
(
−i~ ∂
∂x˜
)
+ exp
(
i
~
2
∂
∂x˜
)
G˜(x˜) exp
(
i
~
2
∂
∂x˜
))
− C˜(x˜)
]
Ψ(x˜) = 0, (3.12)
where C˜(x˜) and G˜(x˜) are given by (2.32).
Nf = 2n (n ≥ 2) with type A scaling For Nf = 2n (n > 1) with type A scaling, the
SW curve and the SW differential is given by (2.59) and (2.61). Then the quantum SW
curve takes the form of (3.12) with C˜(x˜) and G˜(x˜) which are defined by (2.60).
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4 Quantum SW periods
In the previous section, we have written down the quantum SW curves for the AD theories
obtained from the scaling limit of N = 2 SQCD. In the section, we will study the WKB
expansions of the quantum SW curve and the quantum SW periods. In particular, we
will investigate the relation between the classical periods and their quantum corrections.
They are shown to be related by the differential operators with respect to the moduli
parameters. These relations are important to study the quantum periods as a section of
the Coulomb branch because their relations are valid in any locus of the moduli space of
AD theories. In the present work, we will write down the quantum corrections up to the
fourth order in the Planck constant. We will also check whether the quantum corrections
to the quantum periods of the AD theories are consistent with the scaling limit of the
those of N = 2 SQCD.
4.1 WKB solution to quantum SW curve
We study the quantum SW periods for the AD theories based on the WKB solution to the
quantum SW curve. We first consider the WKB solution of the SQCD type quantum SW
curve. This type of differential equation includes N = 2 SQCD, the AD theory associated
with Nf = 2n+ 1 (n ≥ 1) and the type A scaling of Nf = 2n (n > 1) theory.
Substituting the WKB solution of the form
Ψ(x) = exp
(
i
~
∫ x
dx′P (x′)
)
, P (x) =
∞∑
n=0
~
npn(x), (4.1)
into (3.5), we can determine pn(x) recursively. We define the quantum SW period (the
WKB period) by
Πγ =
∫
γ
P (x)dx, (4.2)
where γ is a 1-cycle on the SW curve. The quantum SW period is expanded as
Πγ =
∞∑
n=0
~
nΠ(n)γ , Π
(n)
γ =
∫
γ
pn(x)dx. (4.3)
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For odd n, pn(x) becomes the total derivative in x, which does not contribute to the WKB
periods. For even n = 0, p0(x) = log(C(x)+y). For n = 2, 4, up to total derivative terms,
p2(x) and p4(x) are found to be [32]:
p2(x) =
C ′′
8y
− C(y
′)2
8y3
, (4.4)
p4(x) =
(C ′)2C ′′
768y3
− 7
1536
C(C ′′)2
y3
− C(C
′)2y′′
256y4
+
11
512
C2C ′′y′′
y4
− 11
1536
C ′′y′′
y2
− 5C
3(y′′)2
256y5
+
17C(y′′)2
1536y3
− CC
′C(3)
384y3
+
C2C ′y(3)
128y4
− C
′y(3)
384y2
− 3C
2C(4)
1024y3
+
11C(4)
3072y
+
3C3y(4)
1024y4
− 5Cy
(4)
1024y2
. (4.5)
We next consider the WKB solutions to the Schro¨dinger type quantum SW curve,
which corresponds to the AD theories associated with Nf = 0, 1, 2 and type B scaling of
Nf = 2n (n > 1) SQCD. The quantum SW curve takes the form(
−~2 d
2
dx2
+Q(x)
)
Ψ(x) =0, (4.6)
where we consider the case that the potential includes the quantum correction
Q(x) =Q0(x) + ~
2Q2(x). (4.7)
The WKB solution (4.1) to (4.6) has been studied (see for example [32]). pn for odd n is
a total derivative again and pn (n = 0, 2, 4) are found to be
p0(x) =i
√
Q0, (4.8)
p2(x) =
i
2
Q2√
Q0
+
i
48
Q′′0
Q
3
2
0
, (4.9)
p4(x) =− 7i
1536
Q′′0
2
Q
7
2
0
+
i
768
Q
(4)
0
Q
5
2
0
− i
32
Q2Q
′′
0
Q
5
2
0
+
i
48
Q′′2
Q
3
2
0
− i
8
Q22
Q
3
2
0
, (4.10)
up to total derivatives.
4.2 Quantum SW periods and the scaling limit
We now study the quantum SW periods of the AD theories and compare them with the
quantum SW periods of the SQCD, which has been studied for SU(2) SQCD [31]. It has
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been shown that the quantum SW periods for the AD theories are also obtained from the
scaling limit of the SQCD. We consider the scaling limit of higher order terms in the WKB
series in SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors. For Nf = 0, in [32], the scaling limit of N = 2
SU(Nc) super Yang-Mills theory has been shown to be consistent with the quantum SW
curve of the (A1, ANc−1)-type AD theory. In the case of SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors,
we confirm that the scaling limit of p2 and p4 in Nf = 2, 2n+1 (n ≥ 0) and type A scaling
of Nf = 2n (n > 1) theory are consistent with the WKB solutions of the corresponding
AD theories. For type B scaling of Nf = 2n (n > 1) theory, however, the scaling limit
of the SQCD leads to the quantum correction to the potential term of the quantum SW
curve of the AD theory. This is similar to the case of the scaling limit of N = 2 SO(2N)
super Yang-Mills theory [32] whose SW curve is obtained from the SU(2N) with massless
Nf = 4 hypermultiplets [42].
Now we focus on the type B scaling of Nf = 2n theory. Let us consider the scaling
limit of p2. In this limit, C(x) scales as
C(x) =− ǫ2nΛ2Ncx˜n + ǫ2NcΛ2NcC˜(x˜). (4.11)
From this and (2.49), we find
p2 =− ǫ
n−Nc−4
Λ2
{
1
24
nx˜n−1Q′
Q3/2
− 1
48
x˜nQ′′
Q3/2
+ · · ·
}
, (4.12)
where Q(x˜) is the r.h.s. of eq. (2.50). Comparing this formula with (4.9), in which Q0(ξ)
given by (3.10), we find that Q2(ξ) is given by
Q2(ξ) =
n
4(1− n)
1
ξ2
. (4.13)
We can also check the scaling limit of p4 reduces to that of the AD theory with the same
Q2(ξ). The existence of corrections to the potential depends on the flavor symmetry which
are kept manifestly in the quantum SW curve [32].
4.3 Differential operator for higher order corrections
We now study the corrections (4.3) in the quantum SW periods by expressing them by
the classical periods Π
(0)
γ :
Π(2n)γ =O2nΠ(0)γ , (4.14)
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where O2n is some differential operator with respect to the moduli parameters. This
relation is useful to evaluate the quantum periods explicitly from the classical periods.
The relation (4.14) is obtained from the relation p2n = O2np0 up to total derivative terms.
To distinguish the quantum WKB periods of AD theories and those of the SQCD, we use
the notation p˜n instead of pn for the AD theories.
4.3.1 Nf = 0, 1
We begin with the WKB periods for the quantum SW curve of the Schro¨dinger type. For
the quantum SW curve (3.6) of the AD theories associated with Nf = 0, 1, the operators
O2 and O4 have been constructed in [32], where p˜2 and p˜4 are given by
p˜2 =− 1
24
(
−[N ]2∂u˜2∂u˜N +
N−2∑
j=2
[N − j]2u˜j∂u˜j+2∂u˜N
)
p˜0, (4.15)
p˜4 =
(
7
5760
{
([N ]2)
2∂2u˜2 − 2[N ]2
N−3∑
j=2
[N − j]2u˜j∂u˜2∂u˜j+2
+
N−3∑
j=2
N−3∑
k=2
[N − k]2[N − j]2u˜ju˜k∂u˜j+2∂u˜k+2
}
∂2u˜N
+
1
1152
{
− [N ]4∂u˜4 +
N−4∑
j=2
[N − j]4u˜j∂u˜j+4
}
∂2u˜N
)
p˜0. (4.16)
where we define [a]k := a(a− 1) · · · (a− k + 1) for k ≥ 1 and [a]0 := 1. Here N = Nc for
Nf = 0 and N = Nc + 1 for Nf = 1. These formulas follow from
∂u˜j1 · · ·∂u˜jn (−Q)
1
2 =
[
1
2
]
n
∂u˜j1 (−Q) · · ·∂u˜jn (−Q)
(−Q)n−1/2 , (4.17)
and
∂kx˜Q =
N−k∑
i=0
[N − i]ku˜i∂u˜i+kQ, (4.18)
where Q(x˜) is defined by (3.6).
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4.3.2 Nf = 2
For Nf = 2, the quantum SW curve is given by (3.9). Then p˜0 = iQ
1/2 and p˜2 and p˜4 are
given by (4.9) and (4.10). From
∂u˜i1 · · ·∂u˜ik p˜0 =− i
[
1
2
]
k
exp(
∑k
j=1(Nc + 1− ij))
Q(2k−1)/2
, (4.19)
we get
p˜2 =
1
12
Nc∑
i=0
u˜i(Nc + 1− i)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc p˜0, (4.20)
and
p˜4 =
7
1440
Nc∑
i=0
Nc∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(Nc + 1− i)2(Nc + 1− j)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜j+1∂2u˜Nc p˜0
− 1
288
Nc∑
i=0
u˜i(Nc + 1− i)4∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc∂u˜Nc+1 p˜0. (4.21)
4.3.3 Nf = 2n (n > 1) with type B scaling
The quantum SW curve is the Schro¨dinger type with the potential Q(ξ)+~2Q2(ξ), where
Q(ξ) and Q2(ξ) are given by (3.10) and (4.13), respectively. From
∂u˜i1 · · ·∂u˜ik p˜0 =− i
[
1
2
]
k
∏k
j=1 ξ
(Nc+1−ij )
1−n
Q(2k−1)/2
, (4.22)
we obtain
p˜2 =
1
12
Nc∑
i=0
u˜i[µ(i)]2∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc−n+1 p˜0 +
1
12
u˜Nc
n(2n− 1)
(1− n)2 ∂u˜Nc∂u˜Nc−n+2 p˜0 −A∂u˜Nc−n+2 p˜0,
(4.23)
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and
p˜4 =
7
1440
{Nc−1∑
i=0
Nc−1∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j[µ(i)]2[µ(j)]2∂u˜i+1∂u˜j+1∂
2
u˜Nc−n+1
p˜0
+ 2
Nc−1∑
i=0
u˜iu˜Nc [µ(i)]2[µ(Nc)]2∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc∂u˜Nc−n+1∂u˜Nc−n+2 p˜0 + u˜
2
Nc([µ(Nc)]2)
2∂2u˜Nc∂
2
u˜Nc−n+2
p˜0
}
+
1
288
{Nc−1∑
i=0
u˜i[µ(i)]4∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc−n+2∂u˜Nc−n+1 p˜0 + u˜Nc [µ(Nc)]4∂u˜Nc∂
2
u˜Nc−n+2
p˜0
}
+
A
32
{Nc−1∑
i=0
u˜i[µ(i)]2∂u˜i+1∂u˜Nc−n+2∂u˜Nc−n+1 p˜0 + u˜Nc[µ(Nc)]2∂u˜Nc∂
2
u˜Nc−n+2
p˜0
}
− A(1−A)
2
∂2u˜Nc−n+2 p˜0. (4.24)
where we defined
µ(i) :=
Nc + n− i
1− n , A =
n
4(1− n) . (4.25)
4.3.4 Nf = 2n+ 1 and Nf = 2n (n > 1) with type A scaling
Finally we study the quantum corrections for the quantum SW curve of SQCD type,
which is more complicated than the Schro¨dinger type. For the AD theories Nf = 2n+ 1
theories and the type A scaling of Nf = 2n SQCD, we can parametrize the curves as
y˜2 =C˜(x˜)2 − G˜(x˜), (4.26)
C˜(x˜) =
N∑
i=0
u˜ix˜
N−i, (4.27)
G˜(x˜) =
Nf∑
a=0
v˜ax˜
Nf−a, (4.28)
where N = Nc, Nf = 2n + 1, v˜0 = 1 and v˜1 = 0 for the Nf = 2n + 1 theory, N = 2n,
Nf = 2n, u˜0 = 1 and v˜1 = 0 for the Nf = 2n theory. For Nf = 2n theory, however, as
noticed in SU(2) SQCD with Nf = 4 [23], we cannot find enough number of the basis of
meromorphic differentials on the SW curve by the derivatives of the SW differential. In
[23], we use the parameter q = exp(2πiτUV ), evaluated at the UV coupling, to obtain an
additional basis of the differentials. Therefore we set v˜0 = q in (4.28) and consider the
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limit q → 1 after the calculation of the quantum periods. Instead, rescaling x and y, we
can normalize v˜0 = 1 and regard u˜0 as the new moduli parameter of the curve. Then the
SW curves for Nf = 2n+ 1 and type A scaling of Nf = 2n can be described in the same
manner by (4.26) with v˜0 = 1 and v˜1 = 0. We now calculate the differential operators O2
and O4 for this parametrization of the curve.
To calculate p˜2, we first rewrite it as
p˜2 =− C˜
2∂2x˜C˜
24y˜3
+
∂2x˜C
24y˜
− 1
48
∂x˜C˜∂x˜G˜
y˜3
+
C˜∂2x˜G˜
48y˜3
, (4.29)
up to total derivative terms. Then using the formulas
∂u˜i p˜0 =
∂u˜iC˜
y˜
, (4.30)
∂u˜i∂u˜j p˜0 =−
C˜∂u˜iC˜∂u˜j C˜
y˜3
, (4.31)
∂u˜i∂v˜a p˜0 =
1
2
∂u˜iC˜∂v˜aG˜
y˜3
, (4.32)
and
∂kx˜C˜ =
N−k∑
i=0
u˜i[N − i]k∂u˜i+kC˜, k ≥ 0 (4.33)
∂kx˜G˜ =
Nf−k∑
i=a
v˜a[Nf − a]k∂v˜a+kG˜, k ≥ 1, (4.34)
we express p˜2 as
p˜2 =
1
24
(
N∑
i=0
N−2∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j[N − j]2∂u˜i∂u˜j+2 +
N−2∑
j=0
u˜j[N − j]2∂u˜j+2
)
p˜0
− 1
24
N−1∑
i=0
u˜i(N − i)

Nf∂u˜i∂v˜2 +
Nf−1∑
a=2
v˜a(Nf − a)∂u˜i+1∂v˜a+1

 p˜0
+
1
24
N∑
i=0
Nf−2∑
a=0
u˜iv˜a[Nf − a]2∂u˜i∂v˜a+2 p˜0. (4.35)
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Next we study p˜4, which is given by
p˜4 =∂
4
x˜G˜
(
19
11520
C˜
y˜3
− 41
23040
C˜3
y˜5
)
+ ∂3x˜G˜
(
11
4608
C˜4∂x˜C˜
y˜7
− 29
7680
C˜2∂x˜C˜
y˜5
+
1
720
∂x˜C˜
y˜3
)
+ ∂2x˜G˜
(
7
768
C˜3(∂x˜C˜)
2
y˜7
− 7
768
C˜(∂x˜C˜)
2
y˜5
+
7
384
C˜4∂4x˜C˜
y˜7
− 17
768
C˜2∂2x˜C˜
y˜5
+
19
3840
∂2x˜C˜
y˜3
)
− 11
9216
∂3x˜G˜∂x˜G˜C˜
3
y˜7
+
7
1536
∂2x˜G˜∂x˜G˜C˜
2∂x˜C˜
y˜7
− 7
384
C˜5(∂2x˜C˜)
2
y˜7
+
29
960
C˜3(∂2x˜C˜)
2
y˜5
− 23
1920
C˜(∂2x˜C˜)
2
y˜3
+
1
384
C˜4∂4x˜C˜
y˜5
− 11
2880
C˜2∂4x˜C˜
y˜3
+
7
5760
∂4x˜C˜
y˜
. (4.36)
Here we need to express
C˜n0∂
n1
x˜ C˜···∂
m1
x˜ G˜···
y˜2l+1
in terms of the derivatives of p˜0. In order to
simplify the formulas, it is convenient to introduce the differential operator defined by
D(n1n2···|m1m2··· ) :=
Nc∑
i1,i2,···=0
Nf∑
a1,a2,···=0
u˜i1[Nc − i1]n1u˜i2 [Nc − i2]n2 · · · v˜a1 [Nf − a1]m1 v˜a2 [Nf − a2]m2 · · ·
∂u˜i1+n1∂u˜i2+n2 · · ·∂v˜a1+m1∂v˜a2+m2 · · · . (4.37)
Then we find the relations such as
∂4x˜G˜C˜
y˜3
=2D(0|4)p˜0, C˜
3∂4x˜G˜
y˜5
= −2
3
D(00|4)p˜0. (4.38)
Then the first terms of (4.36) can be written in terms of p˜0. Other terms in (4.36) can also
be written by using (4.37). In appendix A, we present a set of identities for p˜4. Finally
we find that
O4 = 19
5760
D(0|4) + 41
34560
D(00|4) + 11
34560
D(001|3) + 19
8640
D(01|3) + 1
360
D(1|3)
+
7
5760
D(011|2) + 7
1440
D(11|2) + 7
2880
D(004|2) + 71
5760
D(04|2) + 19
1920
D(2|2)
+
11
34560
D(00|13) − 7
5760
D(01|12) + 7
5760
D(0022|)
+
37
5760
D(022|) + 1
180
D(22|) + 1
1152
D(004|) − 17
5760
D(04|) + 7
5760
D(4|). (4.39)
We note that in (4.39) the operators D(00|13) and D(00|12) appear, where in their formal
definition (4.37) , there exist differential operator with respect to v˜1. Since the parameter
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v˜1 does not exist in the curve, we redefine these derivative operators as
D(00|13) =
Nc∑
i1=0
Nc∑
i2=0
Nf−1∑
a1=1
Nf−3∑
a2=0
u˜i1u˜i2 v˜a1(Nf − a1)v˜a2 [Nf − a2]3∂u˜i1∂u˜i2∂v˜a1+1∂v˜a2+3
+
Nc∑
i1=0
Nc∑
i2=0
Nf−3∑
a2=0
u˜i1u˜i2 v˜a1(Nf − a1)v˜a2 [Nf − a2]3∂u˜i1∂u˜i2∂v2∂v˜a2+2, (4.40)
D(01|12) =
Nc∑
i1=0
Nc−1∑
i2=0
Nf−1∑
a1=1
Nf−2∑
a2=0
u˜i1u˜i2(Nc − i2)v˜a1(Nf − a1)v˜a2 [Nf − a2]3∂u˜i1∂u˜i2∂v˜a1+1∂v˜a2+2
+
Nc∑
i1=0
Nc−1∑
i2=0
Nf−2∑
a2=1
u˜i1u˜i2(Nc − i2)v˜a1(Nf − a1)v˜a2 [Nf − a2]3∂u˜i1∂u˜i2∂v˜2∂v˜a2+1
+
Nc∑
i1=0
Nc−1∑
i2=0
u˜i1 u˜i2(Nc − i2)v˜a1(Nf − a1)v˜a2 [Nf − a2]3∂u˜i1∂u˜i2+1∂v˜2∂v˜2 . (4.41)
Then p˜4 = O4p˜0 with (4.39) gives the ~4-order term in the quantum SW periods. Different
presentations of these higher order corrections can be seen in [43]. We can continue this
procedure for higher-order terms.
5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we studied the quantum SW curves and the quantum SW periods of the AD
theories associated with N = 2 SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf hypermultiplets. We have found
that the quantum SW periods of the AD theories are consistent with the scaling limit of
the quantum periods around the superconformal point. For type B scaling of Nf = 2n
(n > 1) theories, however, we need to consider the quantum correction to the potential
in the quantum SW curve. The origin of the quantum corrections to the potential seems
to depend on the flavor symmetry kept manifestly. It could be derived this term by
appropriate coordinate transformations of the quantum SW curve.
We also obtained the differential operators which relate the classical periods to the
quantum corrections for the AD theories up to the fourth order in ~. It would be in-
teresting to explore the quantum SW curves and the quantum SW period for the AD
theories which are obtained by the scaling limit of UV gauge theories with general gauge
groups and hypermultiplets. By evaluating the classical periods in terms of generalized
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hypergeometric functions [44], one can study the quantum periods as a function of moduli
parameters. It is interesting to study the quantum SW periods in particular locus, which
is related to the conformal block of the Liouville CFT [45, 46, 47], the solution to the
Painleve´ equations [48], multi-critical points of unitary matrix models [49].
It is also important to study higher order corrections to the WKB periods and their
integrability structure. For (A1, Ar)-type AD theory, using the ODE/IM correspondence
[50], the Borel resummed quantum SW periods are shown to satisfy the Y-system [35]
and the Thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) equations [34]. For the Dr-type, see [38].
Moreover, the quantum SW periods satisfy the so-called PNP relations (see for example
[51]) which generalizes the scaling relations for the prepotential [52, 53, 54] and also tell us
the effective central charge of the TBA system. The associated two-dimensional conformal
field theory correspond to the one predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence[55, 56, 57, 58].
The resurgence structure of the Schro¨dinger type equations are well studied so far, while
that of the SQCD type equation has not been studied in detail.
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A Formulas for p4 in SQCD type quantum SW curve
In this appendix, we present some formulas for D(n1n2···|m1m2··· ) which is necessary the
computation of p4:
D(0|4)p0 =1
2
∂4xGC
y3
, (A.1)
D(00|4)p0 =− 3
2
C3∂4xG
y5
, (A.2)
D(001|3)p0 =15
2
C4∂xC∂
3
xG
y7
− 3
2
C2∂xC∂
3
xG
y5
, (A.3)
D(01|3)p0 =− 3
2
C2∂xC∂
3
xG
y5
, (A.4)
D(1|3)p0 =1
2
∂xC∂
3
xG
y3
, (A.5)
D(011|2)p0 =15
2
C3(∂xC)
2∂2xG
y7
− 3
2
C(∂xC)
2∂2xG
y5
, (A.6)
D(11|2)p0 =− 3
2
C(∂xC)
2∂2xG
y5
, (A.7)
D(004|2)p0 =15
2
C4∂4xC∂
2
xG
y7
− 3
2
C2∂4xC∂
2
xG
y5
, (A.8)
D(04|2)p0 =− 3
2
C2∂4xC∂
2
xG
y5
, (A.9)
D(2|2)p0 =1
2
∂2xC∂
2
xG
y3
, (A.10)
D(00|13)p0 =− 15
4
C3∂xG∂
3
xG
y7
, (A.11)
D(01|12)p0 =− 15
4
C2∂xC∂xG∂
2
xG
y7
, (A.12)
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D(0022|)p0 =− 15C
5(∂2xC)
2
y7
+ 9
C3(∂2xC)
2
y5
, (A.13)
D(022|)p0 =3C
3(∂2xC)
2
y5
− C(∂
2
xC)
2
y3
, (A.14)
D(22|)p0 =− C(∂
2
xC)
2
y3
, (A.15)
D(004|)p0 =3C
4∂4xC
y5
− C
2∂4xC
y3
, (A.16)
D(04|)p0 =C
2∂4xC
y3
, (A.17)
D(4|)p0 =∂
4
xC
y
. (A.18)
B Quantum SW periods for AD theories associated
with SU(2) and SU(3) SQCDs
In this appendix, we write down quantum correction to the SW periods for the AD theories
obtained by the scaling limit of SU(2) and SU(3) SQCDs.
B.1 SU(2)
For the AD theories associated with SU(2) [4], the scaling limit of the quantum corrections
has been studied in [34]. For Nf = 1, from (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain
p˜2 =
1
4
∂u˜2∂u˜3 p˜0, (B.1)
p˜4 =
7
160
∂2u˜2∂
2
u˜3
p˜0. (B.2)
For Nf = 2, from (4.20) and (4.21), we have
p˜2 =
1
12
2∑
i=0
u˜i(3− i)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜2 p˜0, (B.3)
p˜4 =
7
1440
2∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(3− i)2(3− j)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜j+1∂2u˜2 p˜0 −
1
288
2∑
i=0
u˜i(3− i)4∂u˜i+1∂u˜2∂u˜3 p˜0.
(B.4)
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For Nf = 3, we apply (4.35) and (4.36). We find
p˜2 =
1
24
(
2∑
i=0
2u˜iu˜0∂u˜i∂u˜2 + 2u˜0∂u˜2
)
p˜0 − 1
24
1∑
i=0
u˜i(2− i)
(
3∂u˜i∂v˜2 + v˜2∂u˜i+1∂v˜a+1
)
p˜0
+
1
24
2∑
i=0
1∑
a=0
u˜iv˜a(3− a)(2− a)∂u˜i∂v˜a+2 p˜0. (B.5)
For p˜4, we have ∂
3
x˜C˜ = 0 and ∂
4
x˜G˜ = 0. Then we can set
D(0|4)p˜0 =D(00|4)p˜0 = D(004|2)p˜0 = D(04|2)p˜0 = D(004|)p˜0 = D(04|)p˜0 = D(4|)p˜0 = 0, (B.6)
in (4.39). We then find
p˜4 =
{
11
34560
D(001|3) + 19
8640
D(01|3) + 1
360
D(1|3) + 7
5760
D(011|2) + 7
1440
D(11|2)
+
19
1920
D(2|2) + 11
34560
D(00|13) − 7
5760
D(01|12) + 7
5760
D(0022|)
+
37
5760
D(022|) + 1
180
D(22|)
}
p˜0. (B.7)
B.2 SU(3) case
For Nf = 0, from (4.15) and (4.16), we get
p˜2 =
1
4
∂u˜2∂u˜3 p˜0, (B.8)
p˜4 =
7
160
∂2u˜2∂
2
u˜3 p˜0. (B.9)
For Nf = 1 case, we have
p˜2 =
(
1
2
∂u˜2∂u˜4 −
1
6
u˜2∂
2
u˜4
)
p˜0, (B.10)
p˜4 =
(
7
40
∂2u˜2∂
2
u˜4
− 1
48
∂3u˜4
)
p˜0. (B.11)
For Nf = 2, (4.20) and (4.21) lead to
p˜2 =
1
12
3∑
i=0
u˜i(4− i)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜3 p˜0, (B.12)
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and
p˜4 =
7
1440
3∑
i=0
3∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(4− i)2(4− j)2∂u˜i+1∂u˜j+1∂2u˜3 p˜0 −
1
288
3∑
i=0
u˜i(4− i)4∂u˜i+1∂u˜3∂u˜4 p˜0.
(B.13)
For Nf = 3, from (4.35), we obtain
p˜2 =
1
24
(
3∑
i=0
1∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(3− j)(2− j)∂u˜i∂u˜j+2 +
1∑
j=0
u˜j(3− j)(2− j)∂u˜j+2
)
p˜0
− 1
24
2∑
i=0
u˜i(3− i)
(
3∂u˜i∂v˜2 + v˜2∂u˜i+1∂v˜3
)
p˜0 +
1
24
3∑
i=0
1∑
a=0
u˜iv˜a(3− a)(2− a)∂u˜i∂v˜a+2 p˜0.
(B.14)
For p˜4, ∂
3
x˜C˜ = 0 and ∂
4
x˜G˜ = 0 hold. Then we can set
D(0|4)p˜0 =D(00|4)p˜0 = D(004|2)p˜0 = D(04|2)p˜0 = D(004|)p˜0 = D(04|)p˜0 = D(4|)p˜0 = 0. (B.15)
Therefore, we get
p˜4 =
{
+
11
34560
D(001|3) + 19
8640
D(01|3) + 1
360
D(1|3) + 7
5760
D(011|2) + 7
1440
D(11|2)
+
19
1920
D(2|2) + 11
34560
D(00|13) − 7
5760
D(01|12) + 7
5760
D(0022|)
+
37
5760
D(022|) + 1
180
D(22|)
}
p˜0. (B.16)
For Nf = 4 case, there are two types of the scaling limits. For the case of type A
scaling, p˜2 is given by
p˜2 =
1
24
(
4∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(4− j)(3− j)∂u˜i∂u˜j+2 +
2∑
j=0
u˜j(4− j)(3− j)∂u˜j+2
)
p˜0
− 1
24
3∑
i=0
u˜i(4− i)
(
4∂u˜i∂v˜2 +
3∑
a=2
v˜a(4− a)∂u˜i+1∂v˜a+1
)
p˜0
+
1
24
4∑
i=0
2∑
a=0
u˜iv˜a(4− a)(3− a)∂u˜j∂v˜a+2 p˜0. (B.17)
For p˜4, we have ∂
4
x˜C˜ = 0. Then we can set
D(004|2)p˜0 = D(04|2)p˜0 = D(004|)p˜0 = D(04|)p˜0 = D(4|)p˜0 = 0. (B.18)
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We obtain
p˜4 =
{
19
5760
D(0|4) + 41
34560
D(00|4) + 11
34560
D(001|3) + 19
8640
D(01|3) + 1
360
D(1|3)
+
7
5760
D(011|2) + 7
1440
D(11|2) + 19
1920
D(2|2) + 11
34560
D(00|13) − 7
5760
D(01|12)
+
7
5760
D(0022|) + 37
5760
D(022|) + 1
180
D(22|)
}
p˜0. (B.19)
For type B scaling, from (4.23) and (4.24), we get
p˜2 =
1
12
3∑
i=0
u˜i(i− 5)(i− 6)∂u˜i+1∂u˜2 p˜0 +
1
12
u˜36∂u˜3∂u˜3 p˜0 +
1
2
∂u˜3 p˜0, (B.20)
p˜4 =
7
1440
{ 2∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(i− 5)(i− 6)(j − 5)(j − 6)∂u˜i+1∂u˜j+1∂2u˜2p0
+ 12
2∑
i=0
u˜iu˜2(i− 5)(i− 6)∂u˜i+1∂u˜3∂u˜2∂u˜3 p˜0 + 36u˜23∂4u˜3 p˜0
}
+
1
288
{ 2∑
i=0
u˜i(i− 5)(i− 6)(i− 7)(i− 8)∂u˜i+1∂u˜3∂u˜2 p˜0 + 120u˜3∂u˜3∂2u˜3 p˜0
}
− 1
64
{ 2∑
i=0
u˜i(i− 5)(i− 6)∂u˜i+1∂u˜3∂u˜2 p˜0 + 6u˜3∂u˜3∂2u˜3 p˜0
}
+
3
8
∂2u˜3 p˜0. (B.21)
Finally, for Nf = 5, p˜2 is given by
p˜2 =
1
24
(
3∑
i=0
1∑
j=0
u˜iu˜j(3− j)(2− j)∂u˜i∂u˜j+2 +
1∑
j=0
u˜j(3− j)(2− j)∂u˜j+2
)
p˜0
− 1
24
2∑
i=0
u˜i(3− i)
(
Nf∂u˜i∂v˜2 +
4∑
a=2
v˜a(5− a)∂u˜i+1∂v˜a+1
)
p˜0
+
1
24
3∑
i=0
3∑
a=0
u˜iv˜a(5− a)(4− a)∂u˜i∂v˜a+2 p˜0. (B.22)
For p˜4, we have ∂
4
x˜C˜ = 0. Then, by setting
D(004|2)p˜0 = D(04|2)p˜0 = D(004|)p˜0 = D(04|)p˜0 = D(4|)p˜0 = 0. (B.23)
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we have
p˜4 =
{
19
5760
D(0|4) + 41
34560
D(00|4) + 11
34560
D(001|3) + 19
8640
D(01|3) + 1
360
D(1|3)
+
7
5760
D(011|2) + 7
1440
D(11|2) + 19
1920
D(2|2) + 11
34560
D(00|13)
− 7
5760
D(01|12) + 7
5760
D(0022|) + 37
5760
D(022|) + 1
180
D(22|)
}
p˜0. (B.24)
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